The Altliner™
Prevents corrosion
Stops infiltration
Rehabilitates corroded structures
Extends structure life by 50+ years

Use The Altliner™ In:
Manholes
Lift Stations
Vaults
Tanks
Other Vertical Structures
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Contact Us
Alternative Lining Technologies
(03) 9933 8040
info@altliner.com.au

www.altliner.com.au

Tne Problem
Hydrogen sulfide gas has been eating away at
sewers as long as there have been sewers.
Billions of dollars are spent every year to repair
and replace sewer structures. All this in an effort
to combat Ingress and Infiltration (I&I) and
corrosion. l&I can add millions of dollars in
unnecessary treatment costs for collection
systems. Over the last 40 years CIPP has become
the referred rehab technology. CIPP is a
trenchless solution that utilizes advanced
composite technologies to achieve a pipe within
a pipe that is corrosion resistant and structurally
sound. Unfortunately no one has been able to
translate that success to vertical structures
.....until now.
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The Altliner

Introducing the Altliner™ CIPM ™ lining system.
Comprised of PVC, corrosion resistant E-CR
fiberglass, and 100% solids epoxy, the AltlinerTM
rehabilitates aging structures and protects them
from H25 corrosion for decades to come. Each liner
is custom made for the host structure based on size
and environmental variables. Our certified installers
are trained by our expert team to use preperation
techniques that we know provide the best
foundation for our liner.
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The Resu
Once a liner is installer it is inspected to ensure
that it meets the requirements to receive our
20 year warranty. The first time you look into a
structure that has been lined with the Altliner™
you'll see the difference. The bright white PVC
makes inspections and cleaning easier. The
strength of the liner provides confidence that
your infrastructure is protected from corrosion
and ground water infiltration. Finally, after
working with the Alternative Lining team and our
installers you'll know you've found the best
people and the highest quality product to extend
the life of nearly every underground structure in
your collection system.

